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Abstract 

 

Virtual machine technology, or virtualization, is gaining momentum in the information technology 

community. While virtual machines are not a new concept, recent advances in hardware and software 

technology have brought virtualization to the forefront of IT management. Stability, cost savings, and 

manageability are among the reasons for the recent rise of virtualization. IBM PowerVM allows 

business units to consolidate multiple workloads onto fewer systems, increasing server utilization, and 

reducing cost. Power Hypervisor (PHYP) provides virtualization capabilities to IBM PowerVM. 

Hardware Management Console (HMC) manages virtualization features on Power Servers. HMC 

communication for configuration information happens via the Flexible Service Processor (FSP) to PHYP 

over a dedicated management network. 

 

In Power Server, FSP is the conduit for Virtualization traffic from HMC. We have reduced the load of 

FSP by redirecting the PHYP targeted commands to logical partition. In this work, we have proposed 

an architecture in which a logical partition running Linux will be an interface for all PHYP targeted 

commands. This will reduce the latency of managing virtualization features on Power Servers. We 

have created logical partition running Linux on Power Server and implemented Network Server (NETS) 

(written in C++) on logical partition. Network Server establishes a Secure Socket Layer (SSL) connection 

with HMC, accepts the command issued by HMC and routes the commands to PHYP. This architecture 

reduces traffic over FSP henceforth improves the efficiency. Commands which are directed for server 

diagnosis, recovery and status information will be issued by HMC to FSP and commands targeted to 

PHYP for virtualization features will be issued by HMC to logical partition running Linux.  
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

 

1.1 Overview 

Virtualization is a technology which is used to improve IT throughput, system utilization and total cost.  

Virtualization layer hides complexity and heterogeneity of the underlying hardware and software so 

that several virtual machines can run on top of it. It combines physical resources into shared pools to 

receive virtual resources, which can be assigned to virtual machines running on top of virtualization 

layer. 

 

Virtualization can provide the following benefits: 

 Virtualization reduces operation and system management costs and provides efficient access and 

management of resources. 

 Virtualization enables a single server to perform as multiple virtual servers. 

 Virtualization provides dynamic sharing of resources pools to increase the use of existing 

resources. 

 

IBM PowerVM technology provides virtualization of IBM power servers. PHYP which comes under 

proprietary of IBM supports virtualization technologies, logical partitioning and dynamic resource 

movement among operating systems which are running on logical partitions.  Dynamic resource 

movement provides Processor, memory and I/O to move dynamically among logical partitions 

depending on their workloads. Hypervisor also supports many advance features which includes virtual 
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I/O and high speed communication between partitions using virtual LAN. It also enforces partition 

security and can provide virtual LAN channels between logical partitions, reducing the need for 

physical Ethernet adapters and releasing I/O adapter slots. The Hardware Management Console 

(HMC) is used to configure and control one or more managed systems. HMC is used to create and 

manage logical partitions and activate Capacity Upgrade on Demand. As shown in Figure 1.1 HMC 

communicates with the PHYP through FSP, which is used to configure, diagnostic, initialization of 

Power Server.  

 

 

Figure 1.1: Communication between HMC and PHYP through FSP 
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1.2 Thesis Objective and Scope 

HMC is used to manage the IBM Power Servers. HMC is used to create logical partitions, management 

of the partitions, service related functions and advanced virtualization features.  

 

The platform management is handled through a FSP. FSP is the conduit for Virtualization traffic from 

HMC. The goal of this thesis is to create a logical partition running Linux that will be interface for all 

PHYP targeted commands (as mentioned in section 4.2). This will remove FSP from the critical path of 

the virtualization and reduce the latency of deploying and managing partitions by removing the FSP 

path and directly interacting with PHYP.  

 

1.3 Thesis Outline 

Thesis consists of following chapters: 

Chapter 2 explains the studies carried out in literature. Chapter 3 explains about PowerVM 

architecture, components and features. Chapter 4 explains proposed concept and architecture by 

which HMC can interact with PHYP through logical partition running Linux, and impact on 

performance of new architecture compare to existing. At last we summarize the thesis with 

Conclusion and Future work in Chapter 5. 
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Chapter 2 Literature Survey 

 

 Virtual Machines and Implementation 

Jeff Daniels in his paper 'Server Virtualization Architecture and Implementation' [7] explains virtual 

machine and the types in which they can be implemented.  He explained that virtual machine can be 

implemented in three ways: 

 

1. Software Virtual machine, in which hypervisor sits in between host operating system and guest 

operating system. Hypervisor manages the interaction between host machine and virtual 

machine. 

       Figure 2.1 explains software virtual machine architecture.  

 

 

Figure 2.1: Software Virtual Machine [7] 
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2. Hardware virtual machines (Figure 2.2), virtualization technology (hypervisor) sits directly on host 

hardware. Virtual machines runs on top of hypervisor. 

 

Figure 2.2: Hardware Virtual Machine [7] 

 

Figure 2.3: virtual OS/Container Virtual Machine [7] 
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3. Virtual OS/containers (Figure 2.3), in which the host operating system is partitioned into 

containers or zones. 

 

 IBM Power Platform Architecture 

W. J. Armstrong et al., 2005 in their paper 'Advanced virtualization capabilities of POWER5 system' 

[1] proposed about IBM Power Platform architecture.  They explained that POWER processor 

combined with PHYP provides IBM with leading edge virtualization and partitioning support in the 

latest power servers. Power Server provides paravirtualization or cooperative partitioning with AIX, 

i5/OS, and Linux operating systems, which results in an excellent combination of virtualization 

capabilities with minimal overhead. Virtualization features provides consolidation of multiple 

operating system on a single platform, dynamic reconfiguration of partitions resources, efficient 

resource utilization through recovery of ideal processing cycles. 

 

 PHYP and Resource Management 

Enriquillo Valdez et al., 2007 in their paper 'Retrofitting the IBM POWER Hypervisor to Support 

Mandatory Access Control'[1] described the design and architecture of PHYP and provide a workload 

protection mechanism for PHYP to mediate resource assignment by mandatory access control (MAC) 

on LPARs. PHYP consists of non-blocking interrupt driven layer, called Platform Licensed Internal Code 

(PLIC), and a multitasking kernel, called Dispatchable PHYP. 
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Chapter 3 IBM PowerVM Virtualization 

 

3.1 Introduction of PowerVM Virtualization 

PowerVM is a server virtualization technology developed by IBM. It allows business units to 

consolidate multiple application workloads like Database, web servers etc. onto fewer systems, 

increasing server utilization and reducing cost. PowerVM provides a secure and scalable server 

virtualization environment for IBM AIX/ i-series and Linux based applications built upon the IBM 

Power “P” series server platforms optimized for virtualization. Key capabilities of PowerVM technology 

on IBM Power series servers are to enable optimal hosting of Business applications in Data Centers. 

PowerVM technology optimizes server utilization and I/O resource sharing to provide better use of IT 

assets, and provides business applications to be hosted at lesser cost ownership.  

 

PowerVM optimizes the performance of the business application by improving its response time by 

dynamic allocation of resources as needed by the application. 

 

The Power Hypervisor sits above the layer of hardware resources to act as a layer of abstraction to 

hide the physical hardware resources from the application workloads seating above, while controlling 

the distribution of the hardware resources to these workloads. 
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3.2 PowerVM Architecture 

According to the existing structure of IBM Power Servers HMC communicates with managed systems 

via FSP through a secure communication channel. In the process HMC first creates a connection with 

FSP by sending series of configuration information and validating the response, after wards FSP sends 

command to PHYP which are received from HMC and targeted for PHYP. Figure 3.1 shows architecture 

of IBM PowerVM. 

 

Figure 3.1 IBM PowerVM Architecture [12] 
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The hypervisor layer is responsible for validating OS requests to use shared platform resources, thus 

ensuring the integrity and isolation of these partitioned systems. Operational management for the 

platform is performed via the HMC. The HMC manages platform resources via messages to hypervisor. 

 

3.3 Components of POWERVM 

3.3.1 Hardware Management Console 

Nowadays, among the overall cost IT organizations are spending, the cost of managing the IT 

infrastructure has become the largest and fastest-growing component. To address this cost, IBM 

Systems Director platform management family comprises of HMC [4]. It actually assists the IT 

professionals with the tools and techniques which they require to have a better coordination and 

management for all of their virtual and physical resources present in the Server. Though, it also 

enhances complexity of the system by increasing the number of managed virtual resources 

significantly. 

 

HMC creates the initial configuration definition, controls boot and termination of the various 

partitions, and provides console support. It is the control point for dynamic reconfiguration of the 

resources of the partition, and deferred and maintenance of Power Servers. 

 

Functions of HMC 

Using HMC, a system admin can do multiple functions such as, logical partitioning functions, service 

functions, and different system management functions by using either the web-browser-based user 

interface or the command-line interface (CLI).  
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We can hereby summarize the basic functionalities of HMC as follows: 

 Management of virtualization features.  

 Power management for systems as ON and OFF. 

 Creation and maintenance of logical partitions (LPAR's) in a managed system. 

 Perform dynamic LPAR (DLPAR) operation. 

 Display of managed system resources and status. 

 

HMC types 

There are some models of HMC that were available for pSeries. These models can be upgraded to run 

the HMC code and manage power systems. Figure 3.2 shows there are two types of HMC models 

available: 

● Desktop HMC. 

● Rack mounted HMC. 

Desktop HMC 

The supported desktop models are 7310-C03 models. On the desktop, we can connect a keyboard and 

mouse to the standard keyboard, mouse PS/2 style connectors, or USB ports. We cannot connect any 

other devices to the HMC. 

Rack Mounted HMC 

The IBM 7310–CR2 Rack-mounted HMC provides a dedicated workstation designed for configuration 

and management of logical partitions and Capacity on Demand (CoD) for POWER5, or later, processor-

based servers.  
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Figure 3.2 HMC Types [4] 

 

3.3.2 Flexible Service Processor (FSP) 

HMC communicates to power servers through FSP. FSP runs on its own power boundary and 

continually monitors hardware attributes and the environmental conditions within the power server.  

FSP is responsible for loading the PHYP code from Flash into system memory and starting the system 

processors. FSP directly communicates only with the Real Control Panel, PHYP, or the HMC.  

FSP firmware provides:- 

 Diagnostics 

 Initialization 

 Configuration  

 Run-time error detection, and correction.  

 Power and thermal management  

 Serviceability (Error logging and Dump management, Concurrent Maintenance) 
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We are reducing the load of FSP by directing PHYP related commands to some other logical partition 

running Linux.  

 

3.3.3 LPAR 

Logical partitioning was introduced with the POWER4 processor-based product line and the AIX 

Version 5.1 operating system. LPAR technology provides capability to divide a pseries system into 

separate logical systems. Each logical partition can run an individual operating system. Hardware 

resources such as processors, memory and I/O components can be assigned to logical partitions by 

virtualization. So LPAR’s and virtualization increases utilization of system resources and add a new 

level of configuration possibilities.  

These are some characteristics of LPAR:- 

• Each LPAR is independent. 

• Each LPAR runs its own operating system. 

• Each partition owns a defined amount of real storage. 

• Strictly no storage shared across partitions. 

• Separation of logical partitions is considered as perfect as having each logical partition on a separate      

   server. 

• CPUs may be dedicated to a logical partition or may be shared by multiple partitions. 

• When shared, each LPAR is assigned a number of logical processors (up to the maximum number of   

   physical processors). 

• I/O channels may be dedicated to a partition or may be shared by multiple partitions. 

 Each LPAR has its own architecture mode. 
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Figure 3.3 shows three logical partitions which runs AIX, i5/OS and linux operating system respectively. 

 

 

Figure 3.3: Three logical partitions running AIX, i5/OS, and Linux on IBM Power Systems 

 

Dynamic logical partitioning increased flexibility by allowing system resources such as memory, I/O 

and processor to be added and deleted from the logical partitions dynamically. This provides optimal 

use of system resources by reconfiguring resource among logical partitions according to requirements. 

 

3.3.4 Power Hypervisor (PHYP) 

Hypervisor is termed as virtual machine monitor (VMM), used to run multiple virtual machines 

simultaneously on a single host.  This is an application of virtualization due to which we can increase 

server utilization and decrease power, space and time requirements. Virtual machines are identified 

by distribution of the tasks and services in a workload. Using Hypervisor, we can conventionally 

separate individual virtual machine in order to enable the sharing of resources on platform. 
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Hypervisor can be classified into two types based on underlying operating environment: 

 TYPE 1 Hyper visor          

 TYPE 2 Hypervisor 

 

Type 1 Hypervisor runs directly on the hardware. There is no underlying mediator operating system. 

The hypervisor controls access to the hardware, and an individual virtual machine sits on top of the 

hypervisor. So effectively there is only one software layer between the hardware and the virtual 

machine.  

 

Type 2 Hypervisor runs within a conventional operating system environment. The underlying 

operating system simultaneously runs other applications – in addition to the hypervisor application 

without affecting the working of hypervisor. Virtual machines run on top of the hypervisor layer which 

in turn signifies that there are two layers of software between hardware and each virtual machine– 

the hypervisor and the host operating system.  

  

PHYP lays the foundation of IBM PowerVM.  The basic functionalities of PHYP comprise of Micro-

Partitioning, dedicated – processor partitions, virtual processor, virtual SCSI adapters, and virtual 

Ethernet adapters. It is also responsible for providing guaranteed isolation to virtual machines, these 

isolations being termed as LPAR. By using PHYP, we can prevent programs running in one LPAR from 

affecting other programs running in other LPAR. Also, it separates LPAR memories, and allows 

exclusive physical device assignments to LPAR. This exclusive physical device assignment to LPAR is 

done by administrators through a stand-alone HMC. 
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POWER Hypervisors (PHYP) performs mainly the following functions: 

 Provides security layer between logical partitions and enforces partition integrity. 

 Provides a layer of abstraction between the physical hardware resources and the logical partitions 

which are using them. As well as, it controls the dispatch of virtual processors to physical 

processors, and simultaneously saves and restores all processor state information during virtual 

processor context switching. 

 It controls management structure and services for partitions along with hardware I/O Interrupts. 

 

Figure 3.4 shows how physical server hardware abstraction among partitions is provided by PHYP. 

As we know, the exclusive physical device assignment to LPARs is done by administrators through a 

stand-alone HMC. HMC is used to run the management application, is a dedicated PC. It provides the 

interface for configuring and managing the platform. The HMC communication for configuration 

information happens via FSP to PHYP over a dedicated management network. Here, the 

communication is done using the SSL protocol and password protection. As explained in section 3.2.2 

FSP being an independent subsystem maintains platform configuration information and performs 

system diagnostics. 
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Figure 3.4 POWER Hypervisor: Abstraction of physical server hardware [3] 
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PHYP is divided into two layers: a non-blocking interrupt driven layer, called Platform Licensed Internal 

Code (PLIC), and a multitasking kernel, called Dispatchable PHYP (Figure 3.5) [1].  For virtualization, 

time critical operations are required which are performed by PLIC. For example, it enforces the 

partitioned environment. PLIC also maintains the hardware page tables for translating an LPAR 

memory address into a physical address. Along with it, it validates an LPAR’s access to its hardware 

page table entry. Due to this, it prevents an LPAR from accessing the memory of another LPAR which in 

turn saves time and effort. Similarly, it maintains an IO memory map unit in the form of a Translation 

Control Entry (TCE) table, which is used to translate addresses generated by IO devices to physical 

memory which is then assigned to LPARs. 

 

Figure 3.5 POWER Hypervisor Architecture [1] 
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Dispatchable PHYP executes as a hidden LPAR and is used to provide non-critical platform services. 

One of its primary duties is to process messages from the HMC and FSP. The HMC provides 

Dispatchable PHYP with LPAR configuration data. Dispatchable PHYP is responsible for processing and 

maintaining configuration data which can be in the form of messages, on the platform. It is involved in 

every configuration update whether it is static or dynamic. Even in the processing of Dynamic LPAR 

operations, dispatchable PHYP is used where resources are added or removed on running LPAR. 

Dispatchable PHYP is also used for directing the startup and terminations of LPAR. 

 

3.4 POWERVM Features 
 
3.4.1 Micro Partitioning   

Micro-Partitioning is the technique used to distribute the processing capacity of one or more 

processor among logical partitions. So micro partitioning provides significantly increase in overall uses 

of hardware processor in system. The micro-partition is provided with a processor entitlement—the 

processor capacity guaranteed to it by the PHYP.  

 

Many technologies associated with micro-partitioning: 

 Physical shared-processor pool 

 Micro-partitions 

 Shared dedicated capacity 

 Multiple Shared-Processor Pools 
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Micro Partition 

IBM power Server provides virtualization of physical processor which is implemented by PHYP. PHYP 

hides the physical processor from the logical partitions and presents as a set of virtual processors 

within micro partition.   

The operating systems running on LPAR dispatches executable tasks to these virtual processor. A 

micro-partition can have a processor entitlement from a minimum of 0.1 of a processor up to the total 

processor capacity in the system. 

 

Shared Processor Pools 

Shared Processor combines processor resources to be combine in a pool which can be shared among 

LPAR. It increases efficient utilization of processors within the system. 

Figure 3.6 shows relationship between micro-partition, virtual processors and shared-processor pool. 

Figure 3.6 Power Physical Shared Processor Pool and micro-partition [3] 
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Physical processor pool consisting of processor p2, p3, p4, p5, p6, p7 and processor p0, p1 are not 

assigned to physical processor pool. Processor p0 and p1 can be assigned to dedicated processor 

partition. 

 

3.4.2 Active Memory Sharing 

Active Memory Sharing allows multiple logical partitions to share a common pool of physical memory. 

It is an IBM PowerVM advanced memory virtualization technology, which provides system memory 

virtualization capabilities to IBM Power Server. 

 

In an IBM Power System, the physical memory can be partitioned into multiple logical partitions in 

either a dedicated or shared mode. Some physical memory is assigned to a logical partition and some 

physical memory to a pool that is shared by other logical partitions by the system administrator. A 

single partition can have either dedicated or shared memory. 

 

Memory utilization on the system can be increased effectively by exploiting the active memory sharing 

either by:   

 

 Decreasing the system memory requirement, or  

 By allowing the creation of additional logical partitions on an existing system. 

 

Application areas of active memory sharing (AMS) include the latest trend in technology world Cloud 

computing. These environments can benefit from the memory over commitment provided by AMS to 
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stipulate more virtual servers in the cloud, increasing the global system scalability and hence resource 

utilization. 

 

MODES OF MEMORY PARTITIONING 

1. Dedicated Mode 

The IBM Power System platform is sustaining the dedicated memory model since a long time. In this 

model, the physical memory is divided among the partitions with some memory dedicated to the 

hypervisor for maintenance of internal data structures. Any remaining memory goes to the free pool, 

as depicted in Figure 3.7.  

 

During partition definition, the minimum, desired, and maximum memory for the partition are also 

specified. The maximum value represents the maximum amount of logical memory that can be 

dynamically allocated to the partition. The minimum memory value represents the minimum amount 

of memory required to activate the partition. The desired memory states the amount of memory that 

will be allocated for the partition if available. The desired memory ranges between the minimum and 

the maximum memory values. 

 

System admin optimizes the available memory distribution among logical partitions. If a logical 

partition’s performance is affected due to memory constraints and other logical partitions have vacant 

memory, the admin can manually issue a dynamic memory reconfiguration. So, dynamically memory 

can be added or removed depending on the requirement of logical partition. 
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Figure 3.7 Dedicated Memory Model [2] 

 

The configured memory is the same as the physical memory in a dedicated memory partition model. 

The memory partition is allocated an amount of memory greater than or equal to the minimum value 

specified in the partition definition and at the same time less than or equal to the desired value 

specified in the partition definition, depending on the amount of physical memory available in the 

system. Movement of memory among partitions or between partitions and the free memory can be 
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achieved through application of Dynamic logical partition (DLPAR) operations on dedicated memory 

partitions. 

 

2. Shared Mode  

In the shared memory partition mode, system automatically decides the optimal allocation of the 

physical memory to logical partitions and adjusts the memory assignment based on demand for 

memory pages. Hereby, the admin just reserves physical memory for the shared memory pool and 

assigns logical partitions to the pool.  

 

In this model, LPAR's share memory from a single pool and this LPAR's configured memory becomes 

logical memory. Here the hypervisor plays its role. Actually, the shared memory pool is part of the real 

physical memory. This is virtualized by the hypervisor to allocate physical memory to the shared 

memory partitions, as shown in Figure 3.8.  

 

The size of the shared memory pool can be altered by: 

 Adding memory from the free pool. 

 Shrinking and moving (reallocation) memory from dedicated memory partitions. 

 

Similar to the dedicated memory model, when a shared memory partition is defined, the minimum, 

desired, and maximum logical memory for the partition are also specified. In addition to these values, 

the shared memory weight can be changed by edition of the partition profile. When the hypervisor 

decides which partition receives the physical memory, the memory weight is one of the factors taken 

into consideration. 
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The Management Console calculates the I/O entitled memory based on the I/O configuration. The I/O 

entitled memory is the maximum amount of physical memory guaranteed to be available for I/O 

mapping. 

      

Figure 3.8 Shared Memory Model [2] 
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Active Memory Sharing Implementation 

AMS permits selected LPARs to share memory from a single pool of physical memory. To support this 

function, a new level of abstraction is maintained which is managed by the hypervisor. Figure 3.9 

shows the components involved in Active Memory Sharing. 

 

An analogy exists between Active Memory Sharing support and page-based virtual memory support of 

traditional operating system where processes are presented with virtual address spaces that are 

divided into pages. These virtual memory pages can either be mapped into physical memory (page 

frames) or can be mapped to blocks on a disk. 

Figure 3.9 Active Memory Sharing Architecture [2] 
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The AMS provides the same capabilities, but in this specific case of Active Memory Sharing, the virtual 

address space is denoted by the LPAR's logical memory. Using Active Memory Sharing, the LPAR's 

logical memory is divided into virtual memory pages, and likewise the hypervisor is responsible for 

mapping these virtual memory pages into physical memory or to disk.  

 

For Active Memory Sharing, the operating system assists the hyper visor for the following requests 

(Figure 3.10): 

 Loan memory pages 

 Steal aged pages 

 Save pages content to a local paging device, frees and loans it to the hypervisor 

 

Figure 3.10: Logical Memory Mapping [2] 
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3.4.3 VIOS (Virtual input/output) 

The VIOS forms one of the most important features of PowerVM virtualization. It is a LPAR with AIX 

operating system. It facilitates physical I/O resources between the LPARs. 

 

VIOS virtualizes physical storage and network adapters. Atleast two VIOS LPARS are there in every 

environment. The LPAR have virtual Ethernet adapters and traffic passing through VNIC (Virtual 

Network Interface card) is passed to/from VIOS to/from physical adapters.  

 

The software layer of Hypervisor (PHYP) provides a decoupling factor [6] by the virtue of which a level 

of indirection is introduced between the abstract (logical) and physical. This decoupling is achieved via 

a virtual I/O server that resides on a Linux partition. The basic idea of this decoupling is the time and 

space multiplexing of the available resources. There are number of benefits of using decoupling. 

 

Some of them are- 

 It provides flexible mapping between physical and logical devices with assured portability. 

 It provides dynamic migration of the virtual machines from one place to another. 

 Decoupling enables suspension and resumption of the virtual machine by saving its state. 

 

One of the main goals of I/O virtualization is achieving the above mentioned benefits with minimum 

overhead. Number of software and hardware approaches like Para-virtualization and virtualization 

aware devices have been introduced to achieve high level of indirection. The scheduling and 

prioritization of resource becomes important during the multiplexing the requests from different VMs 

onto limited number of physical resources.   
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   Figure 3.11: Processing an I/O request from Virtual Machine [6] 

 

Processing of an I/O request raised by a virtual machine is explained in Figure 3.11. When an 

application running on virtual machine raises an i/o request (that is usually made by making a system 

call), it is initially processed by I/O stack of the guest operating system. After that via device driver 

present on the virtual machine, it tries to interact with a virtual device. Now this interaction request is 
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intercepted by the Hypervisor which in turn schedules requests from multiple VMs on the physical 

device via another device driver managed by Hypervisor. 

 

After that the two I/O stacks are again traversed in reverse order and finally the physical device 

generates a completion interrupt. This interrupt is intercepted by the Hypervisor. The Hypervisor 

intercepts again that to which VM the completion is associated with, and generates an virtual 

interrupt and issue it to virtual device driver of VM. 

 

The modern hypervisors use a split implementation where a virtual machine can select among 

different virtual device interface emulation front-ends as well as multiple different back-end 

implementations of the device as shown in Figure 3.12. 

 

Figure 3.12: Modern Device Split Device Virtualization [6] 
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For example, the virtual machine can be configured with IDE, SCSI, or a Para-virtualized disk device 

that is implemented either as a file, local disk, or SAN. 

 

While the device emulation code is specific to the particular device being emulated (e.g., an IDE disk), 

the semantics of the operations being performed are general and frequently constructed so that the 

same device emulation can access multiple different back-end implementations.  

 

In PowerVM, the LPAR requesting a I/O operation is known as a VIO client LPAR and the LPAR 

containing the I/O server is known as  VIOS (Virtual I/O server) (Figure 3.13). As explained already, the 

LPAR requesting I/O operation (VIOC) sends a request through a virtual adapter to a virtual device 

getting request from the virtual device driver operation. 

 

The request for operation pertaining to the virtual device is intercepted by the hypervisor which in 

turn sends this request to the virtual device on the VIOS. 

 

Now VIOS performs the multiplexing of the different requests coming from different VMs onto limited 

number of Physical devices via physical adapters. 
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   Figure 3.13: VIOS operation in PowerVM 
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Chapter 4 Implementation and Performance Analysis 

 

4.1 Concept 

HMC runs the management application and provides the interface for configuring and managing the 

virtualization features on Power Servers. As we have discussed in section 3.2, HMC communicates to 

PHYP via the FSP over a dedicated management network using the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) protocol 

and password protection. FSP is an independent subsystem that performs system diagnostics and 

maintains platform configuration information. Thus eventually every command that is issued from 

HMC to hypervisor is routed by FSP. Hence, in Power Systems FSP is the conduit for Virtualization 

traffic from HMC. To improve the overall efficiency, we proposed an alternating mechanism for 

communication between PHYP and HMC. The mechanism reduces traffic coming towards FSP and 

helps in achieving following goals:   

 

 Reduces the load on Flexible Service Processor. 

 Reduces the latency of interaction with PHYP. 

 

In the proposed architecture, we introduced a new logical partition with required capabilities of 

retrieving the message from HMC and redirecting it to PHYP. 
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4.2 Architecture  

In the existing architecture all commands are routed through FSP which may or may not target PHYP. 

Due to this, the load on FSP is increased and the execution on PHYP is delayed. In the proposed 

structure, we have introduced another component i.e., a logical partition, which is used dedicatedly to 

route commands towards PHYP. The logical partition is created on server by PHYP and this partition 

hosts Linux. 

 

Below is the proposed architecture (Figure 4.1). 

           

Figure 4.1: Proposed Architecture 
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Figure 4.1 shows how HMC interacts with FSP simultaneously with the logical partition which hosts 

Linux. Here the interaction between HMC & FSP aims on commands targeted for system specific tasks 

e.g. system diagnosis, status information etc. and command targeted to PHYP are passed on to logical 

partition.  

 

A communication message structure follows standard format which is then divided into 2 parts: 

 Header  

 Data 

 

The Header is of fixed size and has certain flag bits set or unset depending upon the type of message. 

The formative fields of the header are opcode and target. The opcode determines the kind of 

operation this message is associated with while the target determines the intended receiver of the 

message. 

 

 

Figure 4.2 Two communication channel by HMC for interaction with Power Server 
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The bifurcation of the commands between the FSP and logical partition running Linux which are 

generated at HMC can be well depicted in Figure 4.2. 

 

Below stated is the synopsis of implementation procedure: 

  NETS (network server code) is implemented which runs on logical partition and it accepts requests 

coming from HMC. 

 When we start NETS Server, it initializes dispatcher object providing minimum number of threads 

to maximum number of threads. 

 NETS server calls secure open method of NETSSSL class which listens for any incoming request. 

When incoming request arrives at NETS server, the NETSSSL object accepts the request and sends 

server certificate to HMC. HMC validates the certificate and after this negotiation, NETS server 

creates SSL Connection. 

 Following SSL connection creation, NETS server creates an object of SSLHandler and concurrently 

initializing it using dispatcher.  

 SSLHandler object calls NETSReceive module for secure receipt of message.   

 SSLHandler routes messages to ProcessMessage method of NETSProcessMsg class for processing 

messages.  

 NETSProcessMsg class sends response back to SSLHandler. 

 SSLHandler sends the response to NETSSend module. NETSSend module sends the response over a 

secure channel.  
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Snapshot 4.1 depicts the execution of network server on command prompt. 
 
 
 

 

Snapshot 4.1 Execution of Network Server over command prompt 
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Snapshot 4.2 shows the connection state between HMC and logical partition. After establishment of 

connection, HMC and logical partition can communicate. 

 

 

 

Snapshot 4.2: Command prompt showing HMC and logical partition connection state is connected  
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4.3 Impact of Architecture on Performance 

There are various commands issued by HMC for different operations on servers. In existing 

architecture we had one communication path for interaction between HMC and power server, 

commands are getting directed to hypervisor from HMC via FSP. This approach overloads the 

processor and thereby increased the execution time. 

 

With the implementation of new architecture having a logical partition running on server, commands 

issued from HMC which are targeted to hypervisor are directed via the logical partition rather FSP, we 

analyzed that this changed architecture results significant reduction in execution time of the 

commands and reduced load from FSP. 

 

Figure 4.3: Reduction in execution times of operations 
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Figure 4.3 shows comparison study of the execution time of different operations (no of commands)  

executed from HMC to PHYP in both the architectures. Execution time depends on link capacity of 

both the channels. Each operation executes different number of commands for execution. We 

executed few operations and analyzed the no of commands for their execution with their execution 

times in both the architectures.  As per the data analysis it is evident that the execution time for the 

proposed architecture has come down by significant amount. 
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Chapter 5 Conclusion and Future Work 

 
5.1 Conclusion  

The server virtualization technology holds a firm grip on affecting the performance of PowerVM 

servers. So, it's necessary to try and reduce the latency of interaction and balance the workload of 

components. The HMC is what a client uses to interact with the power servers and in this process of 

interaction, all the commands issued pass through a flexible service processor and FSP based on the 

command do the system configuration, check the status of server and direct the command to PHYP.  

 

We have reduced the workload of FSP by directing PHYP targeted commands directly to a newly 

introduced Linux partition. On the HMC side, a decision would be taken based on the target of the 

message, whether to send the message to the newly introduced LPAR or to the FSP. The function of 

this LPAR would be to directly interact with the hypervisor and thus the workload of FSP would be 

reduced as well as latency of interaction would be reduced. Commands which are directed for server 

diagnosis, recovery and status information will be issued by HMC to FSP and commands targeted to 

PHYP for virtualization features will be issued by HMC to logical partition running Linux.  

 

5.2 Future Work 

We designed a special LPAR running on power servers for interaction between HMC and PHYP. There 

may be several cases in which running special LPAR on server may goes down. In future work, we can 

design an algorithm for determination of number of special LPAR can be run on power servers such 

that if any failure occurs with running LPAR then still we have redundant LPAR running on server such 
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that traffic between HMC and PHYP can pass through redundant LPAR.  It will improve the availability 

of the new communication channel between HMC and PHYP.    
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